Descol sports surfaces has now gone outdoors too

Pulastic Comfort Court
Great news for those who love to exercise sports on outdoors facilities and also
would like to continue to enjoy the known quality and comfort of the Pulastic
seamless sports ﬂooring systems. Pulastic Comfort Court is designed to bring
a true multipurpose sports ﬂoor for both fully open and sheltered outdoor courts.
Under dry conditions the playability, safety and comfort match the performance
of our indoor systems.
With the typical Pulastic characteristics Descol now offers a

As sub-bases, leveled concrete slabs or open/porous leveled

new outdoor system suitable for all types of sports. For your

asphalt surfaces are both very suitable for installing a Pulastic

information: this multipurpose system can be used in both

Comfort Court system.

(very) warm and cold weather conditions without any change
in the comfort of the system!

Features & Beneﬁts:

▲ Comfort; Due to the shock pad and the ﬂexible wear layer,
Pulastic Comfort Court is a seamless polyurethane

the ﬂoor is very comfortable to play on compared to the

system installed on a rubber shock pad base mat. This gives

commonly used hard court solutions.

the system resilient characteristics that make it very pleasant
and safe to play sports on. Also the new Pulastic Comfort
Court has a dimpled surface and is very tough and durable.
This ﬂoor system is for those places mainly used as
a multipurpose sports court and can also be modiﬁed
to a dedicated tennis court. Due to the dimpled surface, it
is easy to execute a sliding maneuver when playing tennis,
volleyball or soccer. Because of the use of polyurethane
materials, the risk of skin burn marks is minimized.

▲ Safety; with its renown, durable Pulastic top ﬁnish with its
well-balanced friction/sliding properties, the Comfort Court
offers safety for the players at all time.
▲ Seamless design; 70% of all ﬂoor failures start with a
seam; so, no seams, no problems.
▲ Closed surfaces; No dirt or bacteria can penetrate the
ﬂoor; very easy to clean, very hygienic.
▲ Multisport use; The surface makes it suitable to play all
kinds of ball games, including tennis, basketball, handball,
football or netball.

In line with the existing indoor Pulastic solutions, the outdoor

▲ Every design is possible; Including using more colours

solution should offer the same safety, comfort and durability

in one ﬂoor or inserting a sports club logo in the ﬂoor.

and at the same time, be very consistent under (big) tempera-

▲ Excellent UV resistance; This ensures a surface with the

ture variations. As such, the Pulastic Comfort Court has been

same appearance for years and years after installation.

developed from scratch on. It means too that the newly
developed polyurethanes offer a huge resistance against
freezing conditions without becoming brittle. And at the same
time offer this very same resistance against high temperatures
(conditions such as those that are common in the equatorial
regions) as the material will not weaken either.

▲ Resistant; Pulastic Comfort Court is resistant against
cigarette burns and many common chemicals.
▲ Easy to repair; When the ﬂoor is damaged, it can be
repaired seamlessly.
▲ Easy to change the design; The surface can be recoated
with Pulastic coating in a different colour without having to
remove the existing ﬂoor.

Besides the use of a prefabricated rubber shock pad, this

▲ Asphalt or Concrete sub-base; Both are suitable

system can also be installed on an insitu applied rubber shock

for installing Pulastic Comfort Court. Please consult

pad. Consult Descol sports surfaces in the event of doing so.

technical data for subﬂoor speciﬁcations.
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